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The Short Version:  Costs are Rising

PERS Payroll Rates – SLGRP Average

Effective Date Tier 1/Tier 2
July 2007-09 14.20%
July 2009-11 11.40%
July 2011-13 15.80%
July 2013-15 15.11%
July 2015-17 19.37%

July 2017-19 23.65%

July 2019-21 27.77%
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Why?  Projected liabilities exceed assets
2017 Valuation
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And 2018’s returns will make it even worse…

SLGRP T1/T2 rates increased from 23.65% in 2017-19 to 27.77% in 2019-21.
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How did we get here?  PERS 101

 Retirement benefits for most Oregon public employees (EEs)
administered through “Oregon Public Employees’ Retirement
System” (or “PERS”).

 PERS has 5 board members appointed by governor.

 PERS maintains three separate retirement programs:

 Tier 1: EEs hired prior to 1996

 Tier 2: EEs hired between 1996 and 2003

 OPSRP: EEs hired after August 29, 2003
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Benefit Package - Tier 1 

Tier 1 EEs are provided hybrid of “defined benefit” and “defined
contribution” pension plans. First benefit determined as highest
payout under either:

1. Full formula:
Highest 3 years average salary x 1.67% x years of service.
Designed to equal 50% of final average salary (FAS) for 30 year EE.

2. “Money match”:
Annuity calculated by matching amount in EE’s PERS account.
Account guaranteed minimum of assumed rate (now 7.20%, was
historically 8.00%) annually. Prior to 2003, actual rate paid was
often substantially higher. Declining number of EEs retire under
this plan.
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Tier 1 (cont’d)

 Employers (ERs) pay ‘payroll rate’ set by PERS based upon
amount projected to meet pension obligation.

 EEs are required to contribute 6% of salary (can be “picked
up” by ERs).

 Prior to 2003, EE share was fully contributed to PERS Fund.
This is account that determines money match benefit.

 Since 2003, EE share goes to Individual Account Program
(“IAP”), which is a 401(k)-like account. This account is NOT
subject to money match, and supplements other benefits.

 2019 Legislation splits 6% share, sending 2.50% back to PERS
“Employee Stability Account” (EPSA), where available to pay
for full formula benefit. NOT subject to money match.
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Tier 2 and OPSRP

Tier 2

 Access to full formula, money match and IAP. Most EEs are
expected to retire under full formula.

 No 7.20% guarantee.

 2019 Legislation requires 2.50% of 6% EE share to go to EPSA.

OPSRP

 Full formula at lower percent (1.5%) of FAS, higher age for
eligibility. Equates to 45% of pay at 30 years. Access to IAP.

 2019 Legislation requires .75% of 6% EE share to go to EPSA.

 No money match.
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Actuarial Process

 ER amounts due calculated as % applied against ‘covered’
payroll.

 PERS Actuary (Milliman) completes valuation annually:

• ODD YEAR VALUATIONS - SET RATES

• EVEN YEAR VALUATIONS - ADVISORY ONLY

 Valuations are released year after valuation period. Rate
changes take effect 18 months after valuation date. By end of
biennium rates are based on data 3 1/2 years old.

 2017 Valuation was released in Oct. 2018, set rates for 2019-
21.

 2018 Valuation (advisory) will be released in Oct. on
systemwide basis; individual rates will be available in Dec.
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Actuarial Process (cont’d)

Payroll rates are divided into three components:

 Normal Cost – current, ongoing costs

 UAL – shortfall. Historically amortized over 20 years. 2019
legislation extended payback.

 Health Care – post-retirement

Municipalities that have issued bonds or made an extra cash
payment have a ‘side account’ that provides a ‘rate credit’
against the payroll rate.
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Rate Collar

 PERS uses rate ‘collar’ to smooth rate changes from one period
to next.

 Rates are first calculated on ‘uncollared’ basis, which is
theoretical rate necessary to fully fund system.

 Collar is applied if uncollared rate would cause rates to
increase (or decrease) more than a set amount.

 Collar is no more than the greater of 3 percentage points or
20% of the current contribution rate

 Increases if funded percentage drops below 70%

 Any rate increases not made because of collar are deferred
to future rate setting periods.
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Actuarial Pools

ERs within PERS are grouped in one of four ways:

1. School Pool – K-12 is aggregated in single pool for actuarial
modeling and payroll rate calculations.

2. State and Local Government Rate Pool (SLGRP) – All state
agencies, community colleges and most local governments
are pooled.

3. Independent – Some local governments are valued
independently of all other jurisdictions.

4. Judiciary – state judiciary.
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COLAs

 Historically, EE benefits adjusted by CPI, with a maximum
of 2% per year.

 When CPI exceeds 2%, excess “banked” to offset future
sub-2% CPI years. Given past inflation, norm has been 2%
annual increase.

 Constraining COLAs was main focus of 2013 legislative
actions, which were largely overturned by Supreme
Court.
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2003

In 2003, UAL had grown to $17 billion. Causes included:

 Money Match – hot 1990s stock market caused most
T1s to shift to money match, counter to assumptions.

 Antiquated mortality tables.

 Inadequate reserves. T1s paid more than 8% assumed
rate (20% in 1999), causing underfunded reserves.

 Poor investment returns in 2000 (0.54%), 2001 (-6.96%)
and 2002 (-8.93%).
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2003 Legislative Changes

2003 Legislature approved changes to reduce UAL:

 Limited crediting for T1 to assumed rate.

 Shifted 6% EE contributions to IAP, significantly limiting
money match.

 Modernized mortality tables.

 Created 5-member board with members allowed 1 seat.

 Created OPSRP: “hybrid” with DB and DC elements.

Despite litigation, most provisions were upheld.
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By 2007

 Legislative changes and strong returns resulted in a
system-wide funded ratio (including bond funded Side
Accounts) of 112%.

 Payroll rates averaged 12.4% of salary.
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Then came 2008…

Investments went into freefall, losing 27% of fund value.

Source: Oregon Public Employees Retirement System, “Market Downturn Impacts on PERS: Frequently Asked Questions;” August 2009.

 UAL grew back to $16 billion.
 Average payroll rates projected to exceed 20%.
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Kitten break
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Why Investment Income and COLAs are so Important

 Investment income accounts for nearly 75% of PERS revenues.
 Current retirees + inactives account for 72% of liability.

Source:  PERS: By The Numbers, September 2016

Source:  PERS by the Numbers, October 2018.
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2013 Legislation

 Magnitude of projected rate increases forced Legislature’s
hand. Two bills passed, largely targeting COLAs. ‘Savings’ were
embedded into rates for July 2015 - June 2017.

 Supreme Court held majority of changes unconstitutional.

 Payroll rates were not adjusted upward until 2017-19.

 Caused UAL to grow from $8.5b to $21b. SLGRP T1/T2
rates increased from 18.84% to 23.15% 2017-19, and to
27.71% in 2019-21.
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SB 1049

 Failure of 2013 legislation to survive Supreme Court
challenge, coupled with delayed payment of higher rates
and poor 2018 returns caused UAL to grow to
approximately $26 billion by January 2019.

 2019 Legislature approved SB 1049 in May with a fair
amount of controversy. Signed by Governor on June 11.

 Measure was challenged by union representatives; the
bill provides for expedited review by Supreme Court. Both
the Cities of Portland and Salem are defendants.
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SB 1049 Key Provisions – IAP Redirect

• Redirects portion of 6% for EEs who earn > $2,500/month to
“Employee Pension Stability Account”:
 T1/T2 - 2.50%
 OPSRP - 0.75%

 EEs who make < $2,500/mo deposit entire 6.00% into IAP.
 Bill allows additional voluntary contributions to IAP.
 Does not address contract provisions that may require salary

make up for modifications to pension compensation.
 Estimated savings start at approximately 1.0% of payroll,

declining over time as T1/T2 EEs retire and redirect consists
entirely of OPSRP’s .75%.

 Effective 7/1/20.
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SB 1049 – Extension of Amortization

 Requires Board to re-
amortize 2019 T1/T2
UAL over 22 years.

 Because current UAL 
is amortized in 
‘layers’, actually 
extends bulk of UAL 
by 10 years.  UAL 
projected to still be 
$10b in 2035, with 
expiration in 2045. 

 Estimated reductions
in 2021-23 are 3.40%
on collared basis.
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Puppy break
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SB 1049 – Work-back Provisions/FAS Limits/Other

Workback
 Removes hour limitations on retirees working post-retirement.
 ERs required to make base rate contributions on retiree payroll.
 No exemptions for jurisdictions in small counties, PT workers.
 State has opted to not participate for now.
 Sunsets in five years.
 Effective January 1, 2020.
Limit on FAS
 FAS capped for all Tiers at $195,000, indexed annually.
 Does not apply to employees who have already earned > $195k
 Effective January 1, 2020.
Other
PERS Board required to report 30 days in advance of making any
changes to actuarial methods and assumptions to Ways and Means.
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SB 1049 - Combined Impact

When reduction is netted against projected system-wide
increase of 6.59%, result is increase of 1.16% over 2019-21
rates in 2021-23.

SB 1049 projected to reduce collared system-wide increase
by 5.43%; biennial savings of $1-$1.8b. Begins in 2021-23:

The measure makes no changes to 2019-21 employer rates. 
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SB 1049 - Side Accounts

Side Account
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Side Accounts

 Side Accounts (SAs) are designed to reduce payroll rates by
having Employers (ERs) deposit extra payments to PERS.

 SAs earn actual PERS returns. Current assumed rate is 7.20%;
fund may earn more or less.

 SAs are generally drawn down over 20 years, used to reduce ER
payroll rates through ‘rate credit’.

 ERs can use either cash or bond proceeds to funds SAs.
 State now providing match of 25% for cash funded SAs.

Whether funding SA is good or bad idea depends on investment
outcome relative to ‘cost’ of funds. PERS fund average return was
10.3% between 1970 and 2017.
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Employer Incentive Fund

 Legislature created EIF in 2018 to provide matching grant to
ERs creating SAs.

 SB 1049 funded EIF at $100m, plus provided revenues from
future sports betting.

 Match up to 25%. Deposit must be from cash, not bonds.
 Minimum deposit is $25,000. Maximum eligible for match is

greater of 5% of ER’s UAL or $300,000.
 Prioritizes ERs applying with UALs greater than 200% of payroll

for 3 mos. Then, fund is available to all.
 Prioritized application window opened Sept. 3. Non-prioritized

applications will be accepted beginning Dec. 2.
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Employer Incentive Fund (cont’d)

 Applications funded first come, first served, with waiting list.
 ERs will have 12 mos. from application date to fund account.
 Rate reductions can either be immediate, with an actuarial

study, or roughly 2 years following deposit (on July 1) without
an actuarial study.

 As of September 18, PERS had received applications from 29
employers for $14.5m; $85.5m remains.
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PERS Bonding

 From 1999 to 2015, over 100 Oregon jurisdictions issued bonds
to pay down their share of UAL. Total exceeded $6b.

 Concept is to borrow at low interest rates and send to PERS; if
returns exceed borrowing rate, jurisdictions generally save.

 Under federal tax law, POBs must be sold on taxable basis.

 Generally positive PERS returns since borrowings means most,
but not all, have realized savings.

 Proceeds of POBs can also be used to fund SAs, but EIF will
NOT match POB deposits.
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What else?

 OBC group “PERS Solutions” is drafting initiatives for Nov 2020
ballot. Must collect 112,020 signatures by July 2020.

 IP 22: optional 401(k) for new hires, financed by ER/EE
contributions of 6% each; or PERS without IAP, with 6% from EE
going to pension.

 IP 23: requires Legislature to study 401(k) for new hires, submit
recommendations. Requires all EEs to pay 1/3 of pension cost.

 Although group supported SB 1049, wants to keep options open
given court challenge and uncertain levels of savings. Chief
petitioners are former Gov. Ted Kulongoski and former Rep.
Chris Telfer.
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Good news for a change!  Returns through July

Returns through July = 8.32%.  2019 returns will not affect rates until 
2021-23; those rates are based on returns from 2018 and 2019.
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Baby break
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Questions
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1 0 1
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Contact Information

Carol Samuels
Managing Director
503-275-8301
carol.e.samuels@pjc.com
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Piper Jaffray Disclosure
Piper Jaffray is providing the information contained herein for discussion purposes only in anticipation of being engaged to serve as underwriter
or placement agent on a future transaction and not as a financial advisor or municipal advisor. In providing the information contained herein,
Piper Jaffray is not recommending an action to you and the information provided herein is not intended to be and should not be construed as a
“recommendation” or “advice” within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Piper Jaffray is not acting as an
advisor to you and does not owe a fiduciary duty pursuant to Section 15B of the Exchange Act or under any state law to you with respect to the
information and material contained in this communication. As an underwriter or placement agent, Piper Jaffray’s primary role is to purchase or
arrange for the placement of securities with a view to distribution in an arm’s-length commercial transaction, is acting for its own interests and
has financial and other interests that differ from your interests. You should discuss any information and material contained in this
communication with any and all internal or external advisors and experts that you deem appropriate before acting on this information or
material.

The information contained herein may include hypothetical interest rates or interest rate savings for a potential refunding. Interest rates used
herein take into consideration conditions in today’s market and other factual information such as credit rating, geographic location and market
sector. Interest rates described herein should not be viewed as rates that Piper Jaffray expects to achieve for you should we be selected to act as
your underwriter or placement agent. Information about interest rates and terms for SLGs is based on current publically available information
and treasury or agency rates for open-market escrows are based on current market interest rates for these types of credits and should not be
seen as costs or rates that Piper Jaffray could achieve for you should we be selected to act as your underwriter or placement agent. More
particularized information and analysis may be provided after you have engaged Piper Jaffray as an underwriter or placement agent or under
certain other exceptions as describe in the Section 15B of the Exchange Act.

Piper Jaffray Companies (NYSE: PJC) is a leading investment bank and asset management firm. Securities brokerage and investment banking
services are offered in the U.S. through Piper Jaffray & Co., member SIPC and FINRA; in Europe through Piper Jaffray Ltd., authorized and
regulated by the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority; and in Hong Kong through Piper Jaffray Hong Kong Limited, authorized and regulated by the
Securities and Futures Commission. Asset management products and services are offered through five separate investment advisory
affiliates―U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) registered Advisory Research, Inc., Piper Jaffray Investment Management LLC, PJC
Capital Partners LLC and Piper Jaffray & Co., and Guernsey-based Parallel General Partners Limited, authorized and regulated by the Guernsey
Financial Services Commission.

© 2018 Piper Jaffray Companies. 800 Nicollet Mall, Suite 1000, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402-7036
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